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QUESTION: 36 

Path maps use physical file paths to reference controlled units. 


A. True 
B. False 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 37 

Which of these statements describe views? (Select all that apply.) 


A. Focus on what is architecturally significant 
B. Are organized by level of reusability 
C. Show the system from different perspectives 
D. Provide a common solution to a common problem or requirement 

Answer: A,C 

QUESTION: 38 

Which diagrams are included in use case realizations? (Select all that apply.) 


A. Class 
B. Collaboration 
C. Use case 
D. Component 

Answer: A,B 

QUESTION: 39 

Which of the following is true about sequence and collaboration diagrams?
 

A. Collaboration diagrams show how objects associate with one another. Sequence diagrams show time-
based object interaction. 
B. Sequence diagrams are used to model flows of control by organization. 
C. Collaboration diagrams model the static aspects of the system. Sequence diagrams model the dynamic 
aspects of the system. 
D. A single interaction diagram can capture everything about a system's dynamic aspects. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 40 
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What is multiplicity? 

A. Semantic variation of generalization in which a type may have more than one supertype 
B. Numeric expression on an association name 
C. Specification of the range of allowable cardinalities a relationship can assume 
D. Text expression on a role name 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 41 

What stereotype icon represents classes?
 

A. Rectangle 
B. No icon 
C. Actor (stickman) 
D. Oval 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 42 

Removing a model element from a diagram using the Delete key removes the element from the browser. 


A. True 
B. False 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 43 

Which modeling elements can you place under version control? (Select all that apply.) 


A. Deployment diagram (.dep file) 
B. Classes (.cls files) 
C. Logical and use-case packages (.cat files) 
D. Model properties (.prp file) 
E. Component packages (.sub files) 
F. Activities (.act files) 
G. Model (.mdl file) 

Answer: C,D,E,G 


QUESTION: 44 

Which of the following are analysis classes? (Select all that apply.) 
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A. Actor 
B. Entity 
C. Use case 
D. Interface 
E. Boundary 
F. Control 

Answer: B,E,F 

QUESTION: 45 

The diagram tool bars in Rose can be customized to include or delete diagram elements. 


A. True 
B. False 

Answer: A 
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